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Abstract

This research paper summarizes the arguments and counterarguments within the scientific discussion on the transformational educational leadership and the innovative strategies engaging online faculty for the excellent teaching performance in the United States. There are various leadership traits of academic leadership to assess engagement amongst online adjunct faculty in the online platform of higher education. This research study focuses on the lived experiences of academic leaders to aid online adjunct faculty in trying to increase the sense of inclusion, engagement, and support. Applying the lived experiences of academic leader could retrieve elements within online adjunct faculty so they can have a positive contribution towards the institution. Support is needed to improve engagement, to assist adequate academic leadership. Systematization of the literary sources and approaches for solving the problem the academic leadership indicates that incorporate individualized strategies when the leader recognizes the value online adjunct faculty bring to their institutions. The relevance of this scientific problem decision is that the themes within this article breakdown the vital impact leaders have with their online adjunct faculty. The wide-ranging factors discussed in this article were categorized to demonstrate the critical components that leadership strategies if implemented effectively, could aid in an engagement component and inclusion for online adjunct faculty. Factors that are vital for academic leadership could be the use of leadership strategies to promote engagement and inclusion within the online environment outlined in this scientific article. The research paper presents the results of an empirical analysis all strategies incorporated in finding the material, history of online education, remote learning environment, leadership traits, leadership support for remote, adjunct faculty, leadership characteristic inactive online adjunct faculty engagement, leadership challenges, authentic relationship, benefits of engagement, communication obstacles on the virtual platforms, and theories within leadership presented a more in-depth understanding on the topic of online adjunct faculty engagement and inclusion. The results of the research can be useful by all academic leaders from all undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate level around the world.
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Introduction

Online adjunct faculty are pertinent to higher education. With the prevalence of technology, the structure of higher education has shifted with more classes being offered in online platforms (Barnett, 2018). The expansion of online courses within the higher education platform aids in providing an influx of positions for online, part-time adjunct faculty to fill in the instructional gap (Barnett, 2018). The general management problem is academic leaders are being challenged to provide the support needed to ensure inclusion of adjunct faculty in an online learning environment (Billot et al., 2013; Thirolf, 2017). Thirolf mentioned that there are various components of leadership characteristics essential to foster a successful relationship between academic leadership and OAF harnessing passionate and dedicated professional. Academic leaders defined in this study
are individuals “who have the power and resources to affect the teaching mission of the program: these could include program leaders/coordinators, heads of departments/schools, or senior administrators” (Billot et al., 2013: 95). Employee engagement is one of the elements vital for the success of higher education. The problem of this study is to discover leadership strategies to increase inclusion and engagement amongst online, part-time faculty at public colleges in Central Florida. The specific management problem is the lack of engagement amongst part-time, online faculty at community colleges (Pons, Burnett, Williams, & Paredes, 2017). Within this study we used the definition of engagement derived from Saks. Saks referred to engagement as not being an attitude, rather a specific level that an individual embrace when they are attentive and absorbed in a particular performance in their role (as cited in Anthony-McMann et al., 2017). Engaged employees are more loyal, provide a transformation that revolutionizes the organization, perform better, and are more productive (Raina & Khati, 2015). Jolley et al. (2014) emphasized the importance of monitoring and providing support to adjunct faculty amongst institutions. The research problem for this study was the lack of knowledge and research on leadership strategies that aid academic leadership in providing the support needed to ensure inclusion and engagement of adjunct faculty in the online higher education environment within higher education.

The purpose of this study was to discover leadership strategies to increase inclusion and engagement amongst online, part-time faculty at public colleges in Central Florida. The strategies obtained from this study may assist virtual, part-time instructors with a sense of inclusion and engagement. The example of a good leadership is the study in the international corporate financial transfer pricing decision (Kasztelnik, 2020). The increase in number of remote, adjunct faculty throughout the years in online education has changed the higher education platform for institutions. According to Billot et al. (2013) and Thirolf (2017), academic leadership in higher education is challenged to provide the support needed to ensure inclusion to remote, part-time faculty hired to instruct in the online platform. The increase in online courses has, in turn, increased the need for positions available for online instructors to fill in the gap (Barnett, 2018). Along with the growth of online employees, challenges arise for the academic leader in supporting the part-time instructor in staying connected with the institution and engaged within their position. The complexity of leadership in higher education has increased throughout the years with the multifaceted elements that involve online education.

In this article, we start with the literature search strategy that assisted in identifying the resources used to compose the literature review. The second section addresses the four leadership theories which I use to construct the conceptual framework we use in the study: servant leadership theory, shared leadership theory, relationship theory, and the leader-member exchange (LMX) theory. The third section describes the state of the literature with the historical trend of the history of online education and the remote learning environment. The fourth section focuses on the use of strategies for effective leadership. In the fifth section, we provide detail of the scholarly research on the leadership support efforts for remote, adjunct faculty. The sixth section incorporates leadership characteristics that researchers indicate to improve effectiveness with engagement amongst online adjunct faculty. Finally, the seventh section pertains to research on the shift within the higher education platform online, and the challenges associated with that shift (Kasztelnik & Gaines, 2019).

Gap in the Literature

The competitiveness and unremitting pressures in the higher education platform have changed tremendously through the years for academic leaders aiding their online adjunct faculty. To assist in remote, employee engagement, academic leadership can start creating a sense of commitment that supports their online adjunct faculty. Ferencz (2017) found that academic leadership can work on connecting with their online adjunct faculty through engagement measures to assist the online adjunct faculty feeling connected to their workplace. Ferencz conducted transcendental phenomenology research to capture the lived experiences of online adjunct faculty with an increased sense of community. According to Ferencz’s research, the importance of leadership role to initiate the communication aspect of bringing the sense of community within their online adjunct faculty. Ferencz selected 21 online adjunct faculty from nine institutions to answer a questionnaire. Ferencz found the research data that emphasized the importance of using the different forms of engagement to implement connections needed online. Ferencz stressed that the connections employees make with each other result in the feeling of loyalty to the institution and pride.

The data collected by Ferencz demonstrated how participants in the study were in unison with their responses. Responses from the questionnaire reflected that engagement is essential, although there are various ways that an online instructor can engage themselves. In the remote learning platform, a vital factor for academic leadership is that the faculty is motivated and satisfied, which places more responsibility on the academic leader. Leadership connection becomes different in the online environment rather than a face-to-face.
environment, making it more essential and vital for academic leadership to find means of improving engagement. Ference’s study fills a gap in the literature by communicating how remote, part-time faculty feel a vital component of the academic leadership is to start the connection online, the online adjunct faculty can increase engagement by asking questions and communicating further with colleges and academic leadership.

Pujol-Cols and Lazzaro-Salazar (2018) sought to find the specific elements that contribute to positive work engagement in relation to work-related psychosocial risk factors. One of the work-related psychosocial risk factors presented in the study was the lack of leadership support. Pujol-Cols and Lazzaro-Salazar emphasized there is a challenge for leadership and their scholars due to the stressors within higher education institutions to provide support. Amongst the many results presented by Pujol-Cols and Lazzaro-Salazar found a gap in the literature due to the presentation of psychosocial risk factors attributing to the lack of support for leaders, job satisfaction, and job insecurity. Academic leadership may use their leadership traits to assist in the absence of support. Doing such actions can present job resources needed to meet the job demands due to the increase in remote, part-time faculty. Reneau et al. (2018) had a similar response in the study as Pujol-Cols and Lazzaro-Salazar (2018) regarding support measures towards scholars within higher education. Reneau et al. found influential factors that can be incorporated into the daily lives of the academic leader to engage online adjunct faculty. Reneau et al.’s study was conducted to attract and retain experienced, highly skilled faculty. Reneau et al. found the data results to demonstrate the factor impacting the engagement of part-time faculty a sense of feeling support in the online environment from the leader at their institution. Reneau et al., presented other components to assist in the online adjunct faculty within the study were training and mentoring for online adjunct faculty. The academic leader must create an online environment prominent to engagement factors. The dependence of online adjunct faculty amongst institutions has forced leadership to incorporate different leadership strategies to aid in the expansion of the instructors’ expertise of the field, flexibility, craving of experiences in the real world (Tipple, 2010). Another vital component for campus leaders is to understand how to sustain and increase motivation within adjunct faculty (Pons et al., 2017). Pons et al. (2017) proclaimed that increasing the motivation of adjunct faculty will aid attributing the actions of the instructor to the mission of the institution. Instructors, within their position, must have the tools and support from their leaders to excel in their positions.

Conceptual Framework

The phenomenon for this study is the sense of disconnect and engagement of online adjunct faculty with academic leadership in higher education. A significant amount of research has focused on the importance of part-time faculty engagement in higher education (Barnett, 2017; Thirolf, 2017) and further research has identified a feeling of disconnect amongst remote, adjunct faculty (Diegel, 2013; Tarr, 2010; Lather & Jain, 2015; Barnett, 2017). Limitations that arose in the research of this topic were trying to find particular support measures that embed adequate leadership strategies from academic leadership to aid in the decrease of disconnect and increase engagement amongst online adjunct faculty. Theoretical approaches to leadership can further expand the understanding of the importance of academic leadership in aiding in the act of engagement amongst remote, adjunct faculty. For this particular study, we selected four specific theories: the shared leadership theory, servant leadership theory, relationship theory, and LMX theory. Together, these four theories serve as the conceptual framework for this research to aid in exploring the importance of academic leadership in connection with online adjunct faculty engagement and a sense of disconnect. The four concepts found within the four theories are serving ethically, sharing responsibility, connection, and shared respect. The concepts within the theories selected may assist me in understanding individualized leadership traits that increase engagement with online adjunct faculty. We found the relevance in the online artificial intelligence as the technology support in the online adjunct faculty performance discussed by another author (Kasztelnik, 2020).

Hoch (2014) expressed shared leadership theory is an interactive approach to leadership. The selected concepts within the leadership theories can make an impact in the online adjunct faculty engagement and inclusion. According to Pearce, Wassenaar, and Manz (2008), shared leadership theory can become influential for a leader in using on individuals to achieve an objective. Pearce et al. explained the academic leader who utilizes the shared leadership theory as one who promotes power and influence factors with their managed team. Pearce et al. described the leader using the shared leadership theory further assists their online adjunct faculty in making the appropriate changes between the leader and online adjunct faculty relationship. Improving the relationship between the academic leader and the online adjunct faculty may aid in increasing engagement. Servant leadership theory was introduced to encompass the notion of the leader serving their subordinates. Servant-oriented behaviors demonstrated by a leader consists of empowering other individuals, serving other individuals, and making a difference in the life of other individuals (Flynn et al., 2016). Flynn et al. explained
how positive factors surrounding the implementation of servant leadership consist of increasing communication measures on behalf of the leaders, helping in understanding the goals and specific tasks set before the company, and focusing on the strength of the employees. Flynn et al. further added that studies concentrated on the servant leadership theory present outcomes of engagement of the employee, job satisfaction, and lower turnover.

Founded on religious teachings, servant leadership emphasizes the leader to be a servant first (Khan, Khan, and Chaudhry, 2015). Leadership traits embedded in servant leadership could be used to motivate servanthood towards the leaders’ actions and enhance adjunct faculty engagement. Parris and Peachey (2013) presented the perspective that servant leadership theory has the aspects of ethics, virtues, and morality as the basic constructs to the theory’s foundation. Peterlin et al. (2015) mentioned the implementation of servant leadership theory contributes to engagement by supporting followers for success in their positions. Peterlin et al. referred to the servant leadership theory as the well-being of others and underlines to serve the common good. According to Parris and Peachey (2013), particular traits embedded for this specific leadership theory brings humility to a leader by the leader seeking to serve and could make followers feel more valued.

The third and relatively newer theory is the relationship leadership theory. According to Uhl-Bien (2006), relationship leadership theory presents a more human aspect surrounded by the connection for members within the organization. The challenge arises with leadership to build a relationship with faculty members that work remotely. Uhl-Bien explained that the incorporation of relationship leadership theory results in employees being more considerate and supportive. Relationship building in leadership improves helps advancement in engagement and making faculty feel connected. Erdogan and Bauer (2015) presented a different perspective of the LMX theory that includes elements of trust, mutual respect, loyalty, and the quality of the LMX theory. The authors’ described what it is, best practices of LMX theory, and how LMX theory is measured. The assumption of the LMX theory is the influential component leaders have within their groups or peers. Erdogan and Bauer pointed out that managers’ communicative efforts of support to individuals entering the group; the employee feels more off a sense of trust within the LMX theory. The currency of the LMX theory is essential for employee performance measures, with employees, demonstrating an increase in LMX also exhibit desirable behaviors.

According to Holliday, Martin, and Martin (2010), empirical evidence demonstrated the severe differences amongst groups such as identical temperament, one letter, and no letter in common to place focus on the LMX, respect professionally, and the contribution. This LMX theory shoes the importance of leadership and the relationship with their subordinates connected to LMX theory. In addition, Breevaart, Bakker, Demerouti, and Hetland (2012) conducted a study incorporating leader-member exchange theory (LMX) with job performance. The result of leadership using LMX theory in their daily functions with employees is the enhancement of work engagement. Breevaart et al. argued how engaged employees have an increased sense of enthusiasm, energy, and are satisfied with their work outcome. According to Breevaart et al., employees that have an increase of LMX theory within their relationships as a leader are more resourceful in their work environment, which trickles down to their work engagement.

**State of Literature**

Public higher education tries to collapse the limitations of receiving knowledge by expanding online education. To meet the demands of higher education, institutions increase their employee pool to include contingent faculty. This contingent workforce includes full-time, part-time, and non-tenure-track faculty (Jolley et al., 2014). The Coalition on the Academic Workforce (2012) determined that 75.5% of faculty in higher education institutions classified as contingent faculty. Magda et al. (2015) expressed that among the 75.5% of contingent faculty, 70% tend to be part-time or adjunct faculty. According to Magda et al. noted the rapid growth of remote adjunct faculty reported a universal trend amongst higher education institutions. For example, in 2015, 56% of adjunct faculty instructed in their online platform. In 2011, the National Center for Education Statistics report, found that community colleges are exceeding employing 70% of adjunct faculty (as cited in Jolley et al., 2014).

The online adjunct faculty growth trend has changed the higher education platform in past years. Online adjunct faculty are being used to teach online courses from various disciplines due to the growth of student enrollment within online higher education. There has been an increasing trend in contingent faculty, which has occurred between 2002 and 2015, with a slight decline after 2011 (Schieffer, 2016). The long-term growth in the increase of online adjunct faculty has advanced more in universities, although colleges have not fallen behind. Various definitions are presented in the literature regarding online adjunct faculty. Due to this study, the definition given is provided by Reneau, Wallace, Claywell, Price, Burdi, and Trybulski (2018), who define
online adjunct faculty as those individuals who are contracted working per term as needed for the program. Similarly, Magda et al., Jolley et al., Schieffer (2016), and Reneau et al. (2018) are in unison with the increasing trend of online adjunct faculty. The data retrieved from these studies become a vital source for academic leadership to place focus on their growing quantity of online employees to present means of support to engage and include the employees in the online environment.

**History of Online Education.** The landscape of online education has transformed higher education with institutions focusing on distance education. Definitions of distance education differ throughout the literature (Ferencz, 2017; Magda et al., 2015). Magda et al. presented the description of distance education from the Babson Research Group, which is used for this study. Babson Research Group defined online learning as courses that are 80% or greater taught online. The change in the higher educational landscape should be embraced by the academic leader to promote engagement, which may aid in institutional growth, diminishing remote, adjunct faculty disconnect, and online adjunct faculty engagement. Ferencz recommended the term “distance education” refers to various types of alternative education, from satellite campuses to virtual learning. Although the definitions of distance education come from two different sources (Magda et al., 2015 & Ferencz, 2017), the increase in online adjunct faculty demonstrates the importance of focusing on the growth of the online educational instructors to possibly assist them in supporting due to their distance from the institution physically.

Academic leaders within higher education could further utilize the advances of distance education in the online educational platform to incorporate leadership traits to assess the effect of engagement with their remote, part-time faculty. Magda et al. (2015) wrote that higher education remote, part-time instructors are vital to the growth of distance education in universities and colleges worldwide. Incorporating technology in the higher educational platform presents challenges for academic leaders to implement leadership traits that will aid in engaging their online adjunct faculty within distance education. There are various challenges reflected in the literature faced by the online adjunct faculty and academic leadership relationship. The collaboration was the main focus of the study of Schieffer, to understand further how to aid in an increase in engagement and decrease in isolation by academic leadership. According to Schieffer (2016), amongst the many forms of collaboration, an increase in collaboration could be derived from the incorporation of e-mails, discussions, and weekly reflections. Schieffer found within the research that barriers for virtual collaboration could be time constraints of adjunct faculty and trust. Schieffer studied the lived experiences of the online adjunct faculty within a phenomenological qualitative study. Schieffer presented in a study a particular challenge of isolation prone to online adjunct faculty. Schieffer emphasizes that online adjunct faculty fill courses of online courses with little knowledge of how they must collaborate to stay engaged with their peers. Prior study shows that the importance knowledge the international revenue recognition is very crucial in the transformation leadership in education (Kaszteznik, 2015).

The distance incorporated in the online learning environment might be an aspect that encompasses the sense of feeling isolated. According to Schieffer (2016), collaboration becomes easily accessible for adjunct faculty that are on campus, compared to remote, adjunct faculty. Although virtual collaboration varies throughout literature, the definition of virtual collaboration presented by Schieffer came from Coughlin and Kadjer. Virtual collaboration, according to Coughlin and Kadjer, was incorporating multiple methods to assist in individuals working together, communicate, collect resources, and distribute ideas. While Schieffer’s study presented the lived experiences of collaboration with online adjunct faculty. Martin, Wang, and Sadaf (2018) provided a different element of engagement by surveying students enrolled in online courses. There are various avenues to assist in the online adjunct faculty engagement with students in an online learning environment. Martin et al. focused on engagement and mentioned that academic leadership could assist with support measures in the presence, connection, engagement, and education of online adjunct faculty. This study incorporated strategies of facilitation from the faculties' viewpoint. Martin et al. (2018) expressed the prominent role of an online facilitator to design and facilitate online learning. The facilitator's responsibility is to be a guide to expand the knowledge of the students and assist in increasing the skills of the class on the topic (Martin et al., 2018; Goldman & Schmalz, 2012). To succeed in the engagement aspect of instructing in the online platform, academic leadership can make an impact on their part-time instructors by promoting and implementing leadership traits to assist further in engagement.

Grasping the elements that assist online adjunct faculty to be more effective aids the academic leader in finding tools to support the online instructor in their instructional position. Amongst several factors recovered from the results of student perceptions for the online adjunct faculty were instructor presence, timely response, and constant communication with regular announcements. Online courses can become a bit more complicated in...
comparison with face-to-face classes. The asynchronous aspect of online courses become the challenge that much academic leadership has in providing the support needed for online adjunct faculty engagement. Benton and Li (2015) agreed with both Martin et al. (2018) and Schieffer (2016), implying how communication is a fundamental component for online adjunct faculty. Benton and Li expressed keeping online, part-time employees engaged in the various activities of the institution and become essential to increase their experience with their employer. Although being a remote employee presents limitations, Benton and Li presented certain elements to foster inclusion amongst online adjunct faculty. According to Benton and Li, “academic leaders could get to know the adjunct faculty, be available and approachable, encourage professional connection, involve the adjunct, collection several resources for the adjunct faculty, provide and participate in adjunct faculty professional development” (p. 3). Understanding the motivational factors of the online adjunct faculty can aid in the use of leadership traits with the leaders and the online adjunct faculty. These recent studies support the idea that the leadership strategy of communication may be an influential factor in engaging online employees to provide inclusion amongst the institution. Instructors are known to expand the knowledge within their profession, and implementing various elements perceived by students and online adjunct faculty to online engagement can better assist academic leadership in understanding how they can better support the engagement of their online instructor in the online platform at the college.

Leadership Strategies. Embracing and understanding the challenges involved within higher education among academic leadership and their online adjunct employees can promote engagement amongst the leader’s remote, adjunct faculty. To assist in adding knowledge in the academic leadership profession in higher education, the purpose of this study is to discover leadership strategies to increase inclusion and engagement amongst online, part-time faculty at public colleges in Central Florida. The primary purpose of this study is to explore the lived experiences of the academic leader’s use of leadership strategies to assist virtual, part-time instructors with a sense of inclusion and engagement. Ralph Stogdill (1948), a mid-century theorist, referred to leaders as individuals who do not become leaders without possessing different traits. Stogdill came forth to this outcome observing that no two leaders in various industries have identical leadership traits (Stogdill). Kirkpatrick and Locke emphasized the importance of leadership traits. According to Kirkpatrick and Locke, traits from leaders within their field differ from individuals that are not leaders. Leadership traits for those individuals that are leaders compared to non-leaders can include drive, desire to be a leader, honesty/integrity, self-confidence, ability to think cognitively, and experience of the business (Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1991). Traits from leaders within their field differ from individuals that are not leaders. Kirkpatrick and Locke referred to leadership traits as a characteristic element which assists leaders to attain specific skills, frame and implement the vision of the organization. The research conducted by Kirkpatrick and Locke reflected various examples of leadership traits of effective leaders, such as the founder of Walmart, that still joins morning meetings at the age of 70. Also, the leadership strategies can be supported by prior study (Kasztelnik & Delany, 2020) to show how the natural language process plays the significant role in this process.

Nichols (2016) agreed that leadership traits are a vital component to leaders and do matter in their line of work. Leaders are individuals and created differently, so not all leaders encompass the same leadership traits and are unique in their way. Nichols defined traits when an individual demonstrates patterns of consistencies of thought, emotions, and actions. Nichols mentioned 12 individual leadership traits related to dominance or cooperative as “(helpful, pleasant, supportive, agreeable, cooperative, fair, self-confident, self-assured, goal-oriented, ambitious, dominant, and assertive)” (p. 665). The results of the finding from Nichols depicted how past leadership experiences affect the value the individual leader places on leadership traits. The data retrieved from Nichols illustrated that the dominance-related leadership traits diminished with the more experience a single leader contained. The research strategies utilized by Kirkpatrick and Locke reinforced Nichol’s findings in which highlighted leadership traits are an essential component for leaders to engage their employees. Limitations of Nichols research become in the conclusions where depicting the more experience an individual obtains the which changes the individual, although the individuals participating in the study had self-reported experiences.

Leadership Support for Remote, Adjunct Faculty. There are various leadership traits of academic leadership to assess engagement amongst online adjunct faculty in the online platform of higher education. This study focuses on the lived experiences of academic leaders to aid online adjunct faculty in trying to increase the sense of inclusion, engagement, and support. Applying the lived experiences of academic leader could retrieve elements within online adjunct faculty so they can have a positive contribution towards the institution. Support is needed to improve engagement, to assist adequate academic leadership. Academic leadership plays a vital role in providing the support needed for efficiency in remote, part-time faculty positions. According to Jones (2011), not all leadership traits are effective with employees. Jones emphasized
the expectations are from adjunct faculty to assist leadership in providing the support needed from the leader. Jones focused the study on the preferences that adjunct faculty have of their academic leaders. According to the results within the study, adjunct faculty wanted supportive leadership that provided them the resources the adjunct faculty needed to conduct their jobs effectively and efficiently. Jones emphasized results that further depicted that adjunct faculty do not need to feel micromanaged and treated as professionals. Leaders are limited with dispersed adjunct faculty presenting some reasoning why instructors look for other sources for direction. Jones mentioned adjunct faculty felt the need for more academic leadership communication. Instead, the focus was on receiving the resources needed for the instructional position. The theoretical framework provided by Jones was appropriate for this study. The leadership theory presented for this study was leadership theory, contingency theory, and the leadership substitute theory for the research. The author selected eight adjunct faculties for this qualitative study. Patton (2015) emphasized that qualitative inquiry usually has small samples, chosen by purpose. The purposeful sampling made this sample size appropriate for the research and will give this study a rich data foundation.

Pons et al. (2017) conducted a qualitative study with a sample size of 103 part-time instructors. Pons et al. observed the responses of online adjunct faculty comments on the significant factors in their online profession. The purpose of Pons et al.’s study was to get the perspective of online adjunct faculty to retrieve the influential factors for motivation. The findings of the data demonstrated three factors that were essential to the online adjunct faculty instructing in their discipline, the chance to work with their students, and individual satisfaction. Although institutions might struggle financially, academic leadership can demonstrate particular traits, not needing financial backing, which is depicted in the results of Pons et al.’s study. Affordable leadership actions that can utilize online adjunct faculty is the demonstration of the act of caring. Leadership characteristics need no money to impact the engagement for online adjunct faculty within the higher education realm. Understanding the response of the most crucial element of instructing in their discipline, effective support measures from academic leadership with online adjunct faculty could achieve the quality and engagement needed in the online education platform within the college.

Pons et al. (2017) retrieved data from online adjunct faculty, Gehrke and Kezar (2015) focused on information retrieved from academic leadership within higher education. Gehrke and Kezar emphasized how leadership in the online portals of higher education have an impact on support for engagement of remote, part-time faculty. Gehrke and Kezar expressed how adjunct faculty usually lack the support from academic leadership at universities. The study conducted by Gehrke and Kezar focused on deans within higher education and their policies of support for non-tenure-track faculty. Gehrke and Kezar presented supporting policies within the study consisted of mentoring, extending contracts, providing orientation, resources to assist in teaching, material, and support from administration. Gehrke and Kezar mentioned the values of academic leadership profoundly affect the decision-making that leads to supportive measures. Leadership plays a significant impact on the success of engagement within the profession of remote, part-time faculty. The sample size collected by Gehrke and Kezar was 264 consisting of deans and faculty, which was sufficient for data retrieval. Gehrke and Kezar mentioned that mentorship and contracts are possible to support measures that can aid engagement within online adjunct faculty. The limitations of this study can be that this study focused on four-year universities and could, in the future, provide guidance for technical school or two-year colleges.

The use of leadership traits can present support engagement measures in higher education. Eagan, Jaeger, and Grantham (2015) mentioned that the shift in the higher education workforce, from mostly full-time faculty to the majority of part-time faculty, had placed a strain with the support of adjunct faculty. Employing adjunct faculty becomes beneficial to institutions, and the reasons vary per institution. According to Eagan et al., some institutions hire adjunct faculty due to their experiences in their full-time careers with the expectation those experiences transfer into the classroom, while other institutions use part-time faculty for budgetary reasons. The study managed by Eagan et al. referred to two categories of adjunct faculty differing on the different satisfaction levels, “voluntary part-time faculty-those part-timers who choose or prefer to work part-time and involuntary part-time faculty-individuals who teach part-time but would prefer a full-time faculty appointment” (p. 450). Regardless of the category, the remote adjunct faculty fall in, support measures may assist in the engagement of the faculty leadership traits within the online atmosphere. The enhancement of engagement with the online adjunct faculty profession can benefit the institution along with the helping the online adjunct faculty. Acknowledging the changes occurring within higher education and understanding the critical aspect of managing part-time, online instructors is a vital element. Leaders could aid in providing the support adjunct faculty need to stay productive and engaged in their positions in the online college environment. Gehrke and Kezar (2015) went beyond the study of Eagan et al. and examined deans while Eagan et al. focused on responses of adjunct faculty. Both studies depicted different views from distinctive
An essential element for leadership is taking the limitations presented to the part-time faculty within their institution and overcoming those limitations. Adjunct faculty are usually offered limited office space and provided little or no clerical support and are presented few or no opportunities for professional development (Caruth & Caruth, 2013). If the instructor’s college has limited space for the remote adjunct faculty to assist their students, the leader should find other alternatives to eliminate that limitation. Removing or making changes of certain restrictions on behalf of the leader will aid the adjunct faculty to perform efficiently in their position. Adjunct instructors instruct a higher percentage of students and need support from their academic leadership. The academic leader must take ownership within the relationship between them and the adjunct faculty to assist in different measures to create a healthy work environment surrounded by support.

**Authentic Relationship.** An authentic relationship between leaders and their remote, adjunct faculty contains essential elements to engage online adjunct faculty. Savage (2017) used a qualitative interpretive case study approach to focus research on shared governance in the relationship between faculty and administration. Savage defined shared governance as a “set of practices under which college faculty and staff participate in significant decisions concerning the operation of the institution” (p. 56). Savage introduced four cultures within higher education administration, derived from Birnbaum (1979), collegial institutions, bureaucratic institutions, political institutions, and anarchical institutions. Savage acknowledged that shared governance presents the right of faculty to make decisions. Savage expressed how shared governance seen as a vital component in fosters engagement with each other. Savage relates that the involvement of faculty within the institution changes the atmosphere of the college or university. Savage interviewed faculty members in this interpretive case study approach and found a similar element amongst faculty is the trust value within the relationship. Faculty in the data collection mentioned they wanted freedom in teaching, in scholarship, and 80% responded with communication. The limitations of the study were in the questions presented during the data collection process. The questions focused on the aspect of trust in the relationship between the academic leader and the faculty.

Xiong, Lin, Li, and Wang (2016) presented a similar factor within the study of authentic leadership compared to Savage (2017). Xiong et al. motioned that trust is a component found in authentic leaders. Xiong et al. examined authentic leadership relationships between leaders and their subordinates to understand how the relationship affects the employees' connection to the organization. In conducting the study, the leaders superseding in the results were those leaders that practiced authentic leadership. Xiong et al. mentioned that authentic leaders operated to earn the trust of their employees. Employees that had trust in their leaders also demonstrated an increased commitment level towards their company. Commitment is an essential element to an employee’s place of employment for a successful outcome. Xiong et al. (2016) defined trust as an employees’ expression of certain feelings and incidents towards other individuals. A crucial element within a relationship to promote trust and commitment towards an organization is the authenticity of leaders. According to Xiong et al., leaders demonstrating authenticity might be an essential component in the reactions of employees in the organizational culture and tone. The element of connection amongst the online adjunct faculty may include the factor of engagement for the online adjunct faculty. Xiong et al. emphasized that the lack of trust within the relationship between the academic leadership and the adjunct faculty could diminish the lack of connection. Trust becomes an essential element that sets the foundation for the online adjunct faculty to establish a relationship and receive motivation and support due to the academic leadership knowledge needed for the adjunct faculty. The limitations of Xiong et al.’s study was just to higher education but an element that applies to all leadership within the educational field.

**Transformational Leadership.** The connection to an employee’s workplace is vital for the individual's success. DeLotell and Cates (2017) mentioned the diminishment of connection for online adjunct faculty reduces engagement and work effectiveness. DeLotell and Cates are amongst various scholars who argued transformational leadership style connects with the relationship variable. DeLotell and Cates focused their study on the commitment to the institution's online adjunct faculty based on the relationship these employees have with their leaders and the department chairs transformational leadership style. DeLotell and Cates acknowledged due to the changes in technology, higher education will make a fundamental shift and will change education strategies. According to DeLotell and Cates, transformational leadership approach seeks to meet the challenges of recruiting, training, and evaluating specific individuals. The survey utilized within the study consisted of a three-part questionnaire given to 560 online adjunct faculty. This qualitative research did present the transformational leadership variable being a prominent factor of a component to build a trusting
relationship with the higher education leader. We can find in the recent study (Umadia, & Kasztelnik, 2020) how the transformational leadership can support the global economy with the high efficiency.

Jena, Pradhan, and Panigrahy (2018) noted for leaders to foster engagement amongst remote employees, an increase of trust must occur. Jena et al. referred to employee engagement as a present connection factor to the institution and raises ownership amongst the part-time employees. Jena et al. mentioned that work engagement connects an employee to their organization. Various factors become beneficial with the institution's expansion towards distance education (DE). Jena et al. emphasized the importance of transformational leadership characteristics to increase employee engagement. Within the study Jena et al. demonstrated with data how employees that are engaged demonstrate trust and commitment with the assistance of leaders. The results further emphasized how transformational leadership presented an increase in the relationship between employee engagement and trust on behalf of the employee. Increased engagement amongst remote adjunct faculty can benefit the institution.

![Figure 1. Transformational Leadership](image)
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**Leadership Characteristic in Effective Online Adjunct Faculty Engagement.** Different determinants assist in part-time employee online engagement. The three significant determinant factors of leadership in online adjunct faculty engagement found in the literature review were the inspiration, authenticity, and freedom for adjunct faculty. Anitha (2014) illustrated employee engagement determinants include work environment, team and co-workers, training and career development, compensation, organizational policies, and workplace well-being. Anitha referred to a study by Wallace and Trinka, which conducted research demonstrating engagement occurred naturally when leaders inspire their subordinates. This organizational variable becomes essential and difficult when referring to faculty that are not on campus regularly or are on campus at odd hours. Anitha emphasized when leaders communicate to their staff that the individual’s work is meaningful and essential to the success of the organization, the leader’s result leads to interest and engagement. Interest and engagement transfer over to a faculty’s perception of being part of the institution and can assist in increase employee online engagement. Anitha found a connection between employee engagement and the relationship with leadership. The research indicated a strong relation between an engaged employee and the employee’s job performance. Two variables found in the study, enhancing employee engagement, were the work environment and work relationships. For adjunct faculty to partake in the production of the intellectual contribution, the leader's action in inspiration must be evident in their actions and communication strategies. The result abets in the engagement of various attributes of the online adjunct faculties working environment, which consists of instruction, employee development, and communication with academic leadership. Authors believe that the prior study (Delanoy & Kasztelnik, 2020) showed that the business open big data analytics can support innovative educational process by using the novel technology. Authentic leadership develops from ethical values and stem from leaders genuinely encompassing actions of trustworthy, reliable, and genuine individuals. Gardner, Cogliser, Davis, and Dickens (2011) conducted a literature review of authentic leadership. According to Gardner et al., when a leader embraces authenticity, they provide their personal
experience, their thoughts, emotions, needs, desires, or beliefs, and their actions surround their self-awareness. The implementation of this type of leadership trait by a leader in academia assist remote, adjunct faculty in feeling support and receiving acceptance. This acceptance ranges from the leader accepting the diversity within their group of remote, adjunct faculty and allowing the different frame of thinking work for the benefit of the department and the college or university.

Boekhorst (2015) conducted an article to focus on the importance of leaders being authentic to bring forth inclusion in the workplace. Boekhorst referred to authentic leadership as bringing inclusion in a workplace environment. Inclusion brings together faculty from different ethnicities, races, and genders to increase the success of department learning goals. Boekhorst pointed out that although adjunct faculty are on campuses part-time, inclusion allows them to feel part of the organization and assist them in striving to accomplish departmental goals. Having a better understanding of the lack of what inauthenticity contains should allow for leaders to aspire in obtaining the characteristic trait of authenticity. Boekhorst emphasized the importance of authentic leaders in regard to diversity to assist their followers in understanding the value of differences in the workplace to incorporate inclusion. Due to the increase in online adjunct faculty in the workplace colleges and universities, embracing authentic leadership assist in the acceptance of various cultures to engage the online adjunct faculty further.

The feeling of inclusion within the remote employee at times can make engagement harder for the academic leader and faculty. Jolley et al. (2014) conducted a qualitative study to research the sense of inclusion amongst the adjunct faculty. Many of the adjunct faculty in the study of Jolley et al. classified themselves as isolated from their institution. Online adjunct faculty were interviewed to understand further. Jolley et al. conducted a study to examine the experiences and challenges of adjunct faculty in their community colleges. Jolley et al.’s investigation resulted in the finding of the lack of engagement amongst adjunct faculty and how the negative views on adjunct faculty assessments. This study depicted how the system is broken within the higher education platform, and leaders can assist. Gardner et al. (2011), Boekhorst (2015), and Jolley et al. focused their research on the leader embodying a different mindset or authenticity. The characteristic of authenticity in a leader can promote an online environment of engagement, inclusion, and support needed for the online adjunct faculty to excel in their position within the institution. In reviewing different sources, there are several tips provided by various scholars to assist in overcoming the challenges encompassed in working with remote employees. Stoker (2018) presented ten tips to work with remote employees. Stoker mentioned helping in remote employee engagement the leader should give assigned tasks in detail of the leaders’ expectations for the performance. Other tips provided by Stoker to successfully manage the remote employee; distinguish the goals of the company, present the milestones of accomplishments, implement an open relationship with the remote employee, be flexible, and understand the need of the remote employee, follow up with the remote employee regularly, institute growth goals, and celebrate in the success of the remote employee.

Another leadership characteristic benefiting the increase of remote, adjunct faculty engagement emphasizes the leader’s ability to facilitate their followers and deter them from partaking in the actions of micromanagement. Dostaler, Robinson, and Tomberlin (2017) mentioned the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACS) standards state, for employees to receive success in engagement, there are two different balances vitally important to occur, academic participation and professional engagement. Dostaler et al. emphasized effective engagement cannot happen without academic engagement, professional engagement, or when both elements do not interconnect in some efficient way. Dostaler et al. conducted an empirical study to capture data from 142 students. Dostaler et al. examined the connection of a faculty’s engagement in the course with the student's engagement in the classroom. Dostaler et al. found faculty that were engaged in the classroom also had students engaged. Assistance to a leader’s faculty becomes critical on employee engagement in the advancement of college and university goals. Engagement entails actions on behalf of the remote, adjunct faculty, and the academic leader. Due to the act of active engagement undergoes entire efforts from the individual partaking in the act. In assisting online adjunct faculty engagement and increasing knowledge, instructors are encouraged to become facilitators in the classroom. Leaders can implement this same concept towards their leadership traits. Leaders inspiring their faculty to assist in the expansion of knowledge results in the instructor feeling comfortable in differentiating their lesson but staying consistent with the departmental goals.

The Need and Benefits of Engagement. Academic leadership can affect the engagement of their online academic faculty. An adjunct massive dual labor market could raise the issue on campuses of the lack of employee faculty engagement. The difficulty increases on behalf of the academic leadership to keep online adjunct faculty engaged within the relationship due to various components institutions have placed on leaders
to cut costs. Colleges employ online adjunct faculty with minimum or no incentives, a decrease in long-term job security, and no office hours. Adkins (2016) referred to a 2015 Gallup poll demonstrating U.S. workers were engaged 32%, not engaged 50.8%, and actively not engaged 17.2%. Disengagement in institutions affects the leader and part-time faculty relationship. Raina and Khatri (2015) conducted an exploratory study to examine engagement factors of faculty in higher education institutions. Raina and Khatri mentioned employees who are engaged demonstrate characteristics of loyalty, present a transformation element that alters the organization, accomplish better results, and are more productive. Raina and Khatri’s literature review on the topic of employee engagement presents the importance of faculty engagement, which can range from cognitive engagement to the emotional dimension of engagement. Raina and Khatri mentioned Livingston (2011) found that there is a challenge to engage faculty. The disengagement of online adjunct faculty impact higher education with negative implications on online employee engagement.

Along with Raina and Khatri (2015), Lather and Jain (2015) wrote a study on employee engagement. Lather and Jain examined employee engagement to understand the link of 10 leadership practices to encourage employee engagement. The leadership practices consisted of “connect, career, clarity, convey, congratulate, contribute, control, collaborate, credibility, and confidence” (Lather & Jain, 2015: 68). The authors emphasized how disengaged employees are costly for companies ranging from 243 – 270 billion dollars lost in productivity. Disengaged employees are seen as disconnected in the working environment (Lather & Jain).

The study of Anthony-McMann, Ellinger, Astakhova, and Halbesleben (2017) examined the relationship between workplace stress and an employee’s engagement. Anthony-McMann et al. presented positive attributes on employee engagement from “job satisfaction, job performance, profitability, customer satisfaction, and employee retention” (p. 164). Anthony-McMann et al. suggested that elements in the measurements of engagement assist in understanding the various components of the engagement scale that was mentioned by Kahn. Kahn referred to an increase in positive interpersonal relationships are essential to employee engagement (Anthony-McMann, 2017). Positive critical factors in employee engagement depicted in the study of Lather and Jain (2015). Although various factors can encourage the element of engagement for the remote, part-time faculty, academic leaders could implement academic leadership traits that further produces inclusion, engagement, and support.

Thirolf (2017) suggested a faculty engagement framework to aid in faculty engagement. Thirolf created a framework due to an extensive literature review from the scholar. Thirolf established a framework incorporating communication, socialization, and faculty development to aid in online part-time faculty engagement. Thirolf’s suggestion was to incorporate these elements within the first months of new faculty employment. Thirolf’s research depicted the essential components of engagement and integration in higher education provided a positive outcome in recognition of removing the obstacles for student success. Thirolf reflected in faculty engagement in their specific roles, and when engagement did appropriately, there is dedication, passion, and positive interaction of their students. Thirolf’s research emphasized the importance of adjunct faculty due to their instruction of more than half of the students. Adjunct faculty are seen being ignored by their employers, and the author expressed that engagement and integration are vital. The literature review provided a foundation to understand the importance of engagement and integration on a positive outcome of part-time faculty and student success.

**Leadership Challenges.** A critical essential element within the online platform at colleges is the complex challenges leaders have to engage their online adjunct faculty adequately. Working remote for most online adjunct faculty consists of trying to stay engaged with their institution presenting challenges for their academic leadership to assist in the engagement process. There are different definitions of engagement within the literature, although, within this study, we will use the definition of engagement from Saks. Saks refers to engagement as not being an attitude, preferably a specific level that an individual embraces when they are attentive and absorbed in an exceptional performance in their role (as cited in Anthony-McMann et al., 2017). Davis, Dent, and Wharrff (2015) mentioned the complexity of leadership in higher education and how the challenges have increased due to technology and globalization.

Davis et al. referred to mounting demands for accountability had placed leadership in higher education in a position that institutions have to put a focus on these issues. Davis et al. stressed the importance of organizational performance within the study and how leadership systems are thinking leadership assists in motivation. Crawford and Germov (2015) focused on a study to assist in increasing engagement at the University of Newcastle (UON) in Australian University. Crawford and Germov examined diverse workforce approaches for the study to aid in enhancing development in the instructor's career, improving engagement, and growing particular activities within the faculty. Specific leadership traits utilized by academic leadership
may assist in the challenges within higher education. Crawford and Germov mentioned due to the increase in academic work, the landscape of higher education instructors has changed, and higher education management can no longer take these individuals for granted. Crawford and Germov focused on the conditions of employment for this group of faculties. Crawford and Germov called adjunct faculty casual employees. Disadvantages within casual employees are “job insecurity, lack of career path, low pay, the absence of accrued leave benefits, and working hours are irregular and unsociable” (Crawford & Germov, 2015: 535). Implementing specific leadership traits from academic leadership may assist in increasing support amongst their remote, part-time instructors.

The interconnection amongst academic leadership and online adjunct faculty in higher education public colleges present challenges. Tipple emphasized maximizing the quality and effectiveness present in higher education institutions. Tipple offers specific information connected to online adjunct faculty and the motivation behind their teaching, experiencing the leadership styles. The leadership styles prominent in the research were transformational leadership style and situational leadership style. According to Tipple, transformational leadership style has demonstrated to be an effective leadership style to assist in the interaction with employees in the online platforms. Tipple suggests academic leadership must focus on what motivates their online adjunct faculty, to engage them in the online working environment further. The academic leadership should further increase the passion, encouragement, simulation, and direct operation (telephone calls and email) of the remote employees (Tipple, 2010). Along with focusing on the leadership styles, the author presents two sections, the workforce, and the online systems. Tipple (2010) communicates that the same online methods utilized for online support for students can also be applicable for the online adjunct faculty support within higher education. Further, Tipple mentioned that the best leadership style is one that fosters the skills of the adjunct faculty and provides motivation. Similarity, Davis et al. (2015), Crawford and Germov (2015), and Tipple agree that there are new challenges in the academic leadership within higher education to aid in expanding knowledge in the field.

**Figure 2. Leadership**
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**Communication Obstacles on Virtual Platforms.** Interpersonal communication amongst leadership is an essential element of academic leaderships’ use of leadership traits amongst their online adjunct faculty to assess engagement. Calota, Pirvulescu, and Criotoru (2015) argued the vital importance of the element of communication in a management position. Calota et al. mentioned successful managers spend 55-95% of their time conducting various skills in communication (speaking, listening, reading, and writing). The success of management does lie within keeping the forms of communication open. The virtual platform comes with various challenges to academic leadership and their remote, adjunct faculty. Academic leadership can enhance their online communication with online adjunct faculty through email, online discussions, and weekly updates on the department. Online adjunct faculty are more susceptible to isolation compared to on-campus colleagues. Schieffer (2016) conducted a study focusing on the virtual platform and the barriers online adjunct faculty have. The author stressed the importance of collaboration amongst online adjunct faculty. Schieffer suggested within the study are virtual professional learning communities to bring a social outlet where online adjunct faculty can further develop and expand their knowledge. Academic leadership can incorporate their leadership traits within these particular online communities to increase the engagement of faculty and diminish the sense of disconnect.
In a traditional face-to-face campus setting, leaders are more apt to communicate more with their adjunct faculty. With the transition of adjunct faculty transitioning to online courses, the challenge in the academic leadership position presents to continue the engagement with remote, adjunct faculty. The essential tasks of management are solving issues and communicating correctly to assist progress in their subordinates’ performance. In a recent study, Calota et al. (2015) introduced Henry Mintzberg’s three levels of management communication, “interpersonal roles, informational roles, and decision-making roles” (p. 78-79). This study suggests that leadership can aid in engagement by incorporating interpersonal skills into their leadership traits, which will help them be a strong skill and help them inspire others. There are various factors to assist in motivation to online adjunct faculty working on online courses. Part-time faculty in some institutions have limited or no resources and limited or no training, which can affect their efficiency in their work (Pons et al., 2017).

The vital element for a leader and instructor relationship is finding the need for the academic leader to assist the instructor in growing within their position. Leaders must find areas to comprehend how to “motivate, compensate, develop, and properly utilize this key human resource” the majority amount of faculty within institutions (Pons et al., 2017: 56).

Summary and Conclusions

The integration of technology has broken down the limitations of higher education to expand their courses towards online education. To address the demands, institutions have turned their attention on increasing the hiring process for online adjunct faculty. Due to the expansion in distance education amongst institutions, the hiring of adjunct faculty has altered the landscape of higher education. More than half of faculty in higher education are now adjunct faculty to aid in the fluctuation of enrollment. The change of online adjunct faculty in higher education has presented challenges of increasing engagement for those remote employees. The virtual platform in higher education presents challenges in which the use of academic leadership traits could assist. The shift within higher education, provided by online courses, becomes unequivocally clear how vital for academic leaders is to take an active role in incorporating leadership strategies to increase engagement in the online platform. Engagement benefits both the instructor and the institution by increasing the sense of connection and passion. Academic leaders within higher education can effectively manage online adjunct faculty in a way with leadership strategies that can increase engagement for these remote employees. Employee engagement affects the various aspect of a remote employee and becomes a ripple effect on behalf of the instructor and academic leadership. Academic leadership traits used to engage their online adjunct faculty may aid in keeping the faculty committed and motivated towards the institution.
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